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 “The Piano Doesn’t Murder the Player  
If it Doesn’t Like the Music”

http://acmbpdc.org/acm-ai


Can you see a pattern?



 

The figure is a visual data representation  
of some large number of digits  
in the mathematical constant π.   
You can explore the whole idea  

behind the image in the link here

http://acmbpdc.org/acm-ai
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2442633/Pi-transformed-stunning-circular-rainbow-hued-works-art.html


Identifying Patterns

• Patterns are  
- Intelligible Sequences  
- Regular  
- Formed from one or more Relations 

• Can you write an algorithm to detect patterns? 
-  If yes, what is the procedure? 
-  If no, can it be proved that there is no fixed procedure 
to detect patterns in general?



Why Study Patterns at all?

• Scientific Enquiry:  
All Natural Phenomena is studied based on some 
experiments made on hypotheses. Experiments provide 
the data, and the analysis explores patterns in this data. 

• Business Solutions:  
Stock Market Investing, Risk based goal setting,  
Tailored Product Recommendations. 

• Eureka Moments:  
“Figuring something out”, Sherlock Holmes,  
Winning a Game, etc. 



Abilities to detect patterns define a cognitive 
order in the human brain. If we decode the 
pattern of this order and study it, can we teach 
computers to think like humans based on the 
results of these findings? Let’s find out!



Corporate perception of AI in Numbers



Machine Learning

Ability to learn from data without being  
explicitly programmed.  

What does it mean to ‘learn’? 

How is programming for machine learning different from 
programming data structures? 

(hint: existence of algorithms for patterns)



Machine Learning is a subfield of Artificial Intelligence



Intelligence may be defined as the ability to  
accomplish complex goals.  

Artificial General Intelligence means the ability to 
accomplish any set of goals including learning. 



Not Machine Learning

No Explicit Programming Allowed

def isCat(Object X):

    if X.isFurry:
        if X.hasTail:
            if X.purrs:
                if X.drinksMilk:
                    print("Meow!")
                    print("It's a cat!")



Learning and the brain

• Learning phase is involved in most human activities 

• Neurons in the human brain are efficient at  
- Recognising Patterns 
- Retrieving Information 

• “The brain is the most complex computational engine 
which is still naive enough not to understand  
how it works…yet”



We can make machines learn with the help of 
algorithms. We can currently develop 

algorithms to detect very specific patterns.  

This consequently constrains our machine to 
perform very specific tasks. 



What is data?
• Facts and statistics collected together for  

reference and analysis.  

• Data can be of tangible or intangible origin. 

• There is more data available now than ever before in 
history. This is often referred to as the “Big Data” 
problem.  

• Necessity is the mother of invention, so we have machine 
learning models to handle the huge volumes of data 
present in the world as of today. 



Machine Learning Types

• Supervised Learning  
Data is labelled. Program predicts output for any new data 
based on what it has learnt from all previous data.  

• Unsupervised Learning  
Data is not labelled. Useful for finding hidden structures. 
Determines relationships between inputs and outputs 
without examples provided beforehand. 

• Reinforcement Learning  
An agent is dropped "cluelessly” into an environment and 
made to interact based on a reward system. AlphaGo 
used a Reinforcement Learning Algorithm.



What it means for data to be labelled

• MNIST is an online public available Database of handwritten digits. 

• http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/

http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/


Supervised Learning
• Goal Build a model that can perform classification 

functions given a set of labelled data.  

• The model should be able to sufficiently generalise.  

• It should not overfit the current data.

70%

30%

Most models are made by 
using 70% of the data for 
training and 30% of the data 
for evaluation



Why generalise? 
A rational agent is one that acts so as to 

achieve the best outcome.  
When there is uncertainty, the agent should 

be able to act so as to achieve  
the best expected outcome.

Principle of AI
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Which model generalises better?



Model Z1 generalises better because  
1. The purpose of a supervised machine 

learning model is to enable the system to 
learn from past data and allow us to make 
predictions for the future. Z1 accomplishes 
this better than Z2.  

2. Z2 overfits the data, it fixes too close to 
data shown to it that it does not 
confidently allow cases outside the current 
data to be predicted. It does not 
generalise. 



Artificial Neural Networks are one of many 
methods for implementing Machine Learning

Based roughly on the neurons in the human brain



Linear Regression 
Let’s get your basics in line…



Statistics is cooler than you think

www.xkcd.com



Linear Regression

• We have a variable y which responds to changes in x 

• y is linear for all x in linear regression. i.e, assumes  
a linear relationship between the two variables.  

• y = mx + c is the best fit line across the relationship 
between the two variables 

• x : predictor variable  
y : response variable



Linear Regression

• Here’s the catch: 
x can be a mathematical vector (array).  

• This means, that we can define the change in a set of 
variables (x1, x2, x3…xn) and measure the response on y 

• Useful for real world applications where cause  
and effect can be statistically related to one another.



If there are ‘k’ predictor variables, then a linear 
equation that outputs y would possibly be: 

y = m1x1 + m2x2 + m3x3 + … + mkxk

Something is missing….



If there are ‘k’ predictor variables, then a 
linear equation that outputs y would be: 

y = m1x1 + m2x2 + m3x3 + … + mkxk + c

Let’s rename the constant ‘c’ to ‘b’, 
Let the representations for slopes ‘m’ to ‘w’



If there are ‘k’ predictor variables in a 
machine learning model, then a linear 

equation that outputs y would be: 

y = w1x1 + w2x2 + w3x3 + … + wkxk + b 

Let the slopes w be called “weights” 
Let the constant b be called “bias”



Error Function
• Learning involves correcting mistakes. 

• We can mathematically define a function that tells our 
program how far away it is from the right answer. 

• Since our data is labelled, we can set the bar and make 
our program converge (without compromising generality) 
to these answers.  

• Designing the error function requires careful 
considerations. Factors include the data used, the 
architecture of the implementation, etc. 



Error Function

2

The i point of the dataset is ((x1i , x2i ….xki), yi) 



Take note that we are in fact merely adjusting our 
weights and biases. This corresponds to rotating and 

moving the line until it fits the points. How far off the line 
is from being accommodated by all data points is the 
output of the error function. The error function keeps 

probing the program until it gets to the optimal position 
vis-a-vis, the line fits the data points.



Optimisation 

• We optimise the error function to zero  

• This means we need to find the global minima 

• Method used: Gradient Descent (Simplest, most 
frequently used optimisation in Machine Learning)  

• Learning rate is the rate at which the program moves 
along the gradient of the function. 



Gradient Descent 



Partner up! 

Coding Time



Machine Learning in Information Security

Can you decode the process occurring here?



• Machine Learning is merely a tool. 

• Data Science is the coalition of machine learning with 

datasets from large databases.  

• Data Analytics is a part of the data science practice to 

predict outcomes for companies, military or scientific 

institutions. The analysis is carried out by ML models

Remember



END OF SESSION 
SEE YOU NEXT WEEK
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